APPENDIX

OTHER STUDIES EMPLOYING METAPHORICAL PERSPECTIVES

This examination of the divine host model is part of a larger body of studies which deal with particular metaphors and motifs in biblical language. The following titles form a non-exhaustive list of works which employ some kind of metaphorical perspective in the service of either biblical or theological study. As can be expected, they adopt varied conceptions metaphor’s essential nature and exemplify a diverse range interpretive approaches.


________. There is Hope for a Tree: The Tree as Metaphor in Isaiah. Translated by Christine and Frederick Crowley. JSOTSup 65. Sheffield: JSOT, 1989.


Stienstra, Nelly. YHWH is the Husband of His People: Analysis of a Biblical Metaphor with Special Reference to Translation. Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1993.
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